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Leonberg, February 21st, 2023 

 

TECHART Online Configurator now available for more 
Porsche models: individualization in 3D for the  
Porsche 911 GT3, 911 GTS and Panamera models. 
 
TECHART expands the TECHART 3D Online Configurator with three 
refinement programs for the Porsche 911 GT3, 911 GTS and Panamera 
models. A variety of styling and performance upgrades are now available to 
enthusiasts and customers for seven different Porsche model series. 
 

Your personal TECHART model in a matter of seconds. The TECHART browser app at 

http://www.techart.com/buildyourown offers a powerful 3D engine as well as a large selection of 

TECHART customization programs for the Porsche 911 GT3, 911 GTS, 911 Turbo, 911 Carrera, Taycan 

and Panamera models. Another highlight in the TECHART 3D online configurator: the limited  

TECHART GTstreet R based on the Porsche 911 Turbo S. 

 

Each production model can be equipped with TECHART styling and performance upgrades and viewed 

from any angle. For comparison, it is possible to switch between the base vehicle and the individualized 

TECHART model at any time when viewing the 3D model. 

 

Sharpened appearance: on asphalt and in the TECHART 3D Online Configurator. 

 

Aerodynamic carbon fenders, wheel arches widened by 15 millimeters, a striking front hood in visible 

carbon fiber and extensive modifications to the front and rear ensure an athletic TECHART look for the 

Porsche 911 GT3 and the 911 GT3 with Touring Package. New and also available for the 911 Turbo and 

911 GTS models: the TECHART Formula VII forged wheel and the Clubsport interior package with roll 

bar.  

 

In addition, with a click of a button, customers and fans can design the custom-built GTstreet R super 

sportscar based on the 911 Turbo S and the TECHART GrandGT based on the Panamera to their 

personal taste in the TECHART 3D Online Configurator. Everything from vehicle paint, detailed coloring 

of the individual components of the forged wheels, an aerokit with visible carbon fiber parts in different 

http://www.techart.com/buildyourown
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variants, trim elements, sports suspension and more refinement options can be freely configured. 

Furthermore, the TECHART Manufactory personalization program also enables a wide range of creative 

individualization options for the Taycan models.  

 

The current configuration can be saved together with the options list as a PDF document or it can be sent 

directly to the personal TECHART customer advisor. 

 

To configure your individual TECHART dream model and the TECHART configurator, visit 

http://www.techart.com/buildyourown. 
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TECHART Automobildesign. The Brand. The Company. 
 

 

TECHART Automobildesign GmbH, with its headquarters in Leonberg near Stuttgart, sets global 

standards in terms of premium refinement for Porsche cars. Founded in 1987, TECHART has been 

living this passion for over 30 years. With consistent implementation of own ideas and developments, 

high quality standards and continuous brand development, the company became an internationally 

renowned trademark with sales partners all over the world. 

 

TECHART’s product range offers refinement options for any Porsche model and every section of the 

vehicle: aerodynamic improvement and exterior styling, technical optimizations such as engine 

powerkits, exhaust systems, wheels, suspensions or assistance systems, as well as bespoke interior 

personalization, manufactured by TECHART’s inhouse saddlery and upholstery shop. 

Approved as an internationally registered vehicle manufacturer and certified as Authorized Economic 

Operator (AEO-F) by the European Union, TECHART is the premium brand for the refinement of 

Porsche cars worldwide. 
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